BEWARE OF SCAMS, DO NOT SEND BITCOIN TO ANYONE THAT YOU DO NOT
KNOW AND TRUST OR THAT IS NOT A RESIDENT OF SOUTH AFRICA
DISCLAIMER AND INDEMNITY
The Bitcoin machines at Sandton City and Melrose Arch run under a single company
(hereinafter referred to as DLT). The company details can be requested by contacting
our support through our website www.btcatm.co.za. DLT is an independent provider of
Bitcoin, we are not affiliated with anyone.
We will never contact anyone to utilise our machines or invest in cryptocurrency.
We are only facilitating this transaction and are not related to any other parties. No one
should purport to represent us.
The transaction is automated through the machine and the crypto currency is sent
through its respective Blockchain. DLT will have no way of knowing who the destination
address belongs to and the transfer can never be reversed.
Please only send to a wallet that you trust and double check the address.
You will be able to check the transaction by using any blockchain tracker as the
transaction occurs on a public ledger.
However, the identity of the address is not known.
Please be wary of scams and do not trust promises by anyone you do not already
know and trust. Any advance fee being sent via cryptocurrency is a scam. These
include but are not limited to payments to receive lottery wins or for investment in
someone who has initiated contact with you via social media platforms. Please do not
send (as the transaction can never be reversed) for this purpose.
Our machines are primarily for educational purposes and to bring awareness of
cryptocurrency, the transaction amount is therefore limited. If you wish to perform larger
transactions, please perform a KYC (know your customer) process through the machine
or contact our support team through our website.
The machine provides the price in rands for each cryptocurrency. This is a dynamic
price which changes almost every minute. Please check the price and do not proceed if
you are not satisfied with the quoted price as the transaction cannot be reversed. DLT
will not provide any refunds.

Please check the minimum transaction amount before transacting. This minimum
amount changes as the price and blockchain fees change over time. Check our
minimum transaction amount which will be displayed within our booths and on our
website.
DLT takes no responsibility for the destination address you have designated.
We assume the transaction is for your personal use and perform our transaction
with you in good faith.

We indemnify ourselves of all risks

